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otto gulbrandsen has just created a youtube channel called moviestorm. he has put together a short, high quality, machinima of his own, made entirely with moviestorm (though he has used some other programs for special effects). in his post, he explains how he thinks this kind of machinima is
going to be an important creative tool in the near future. its hard to keep track of new software and apps for movies and film production. it seems like every day there's a new program and app to help you make movies and edit them. i'm sure you can find lots of people talking about their favorite

new tools out there. but just about every time, there's something else that comes along and takes people's attention away. i've been working with moviestorm for a few years now and have used it on a few different projects. so i decided it was time to write a post about it. roland von flack is a
pioneer of film & video editing software. he developed (and continues to develop) a number of revolutionary editing and sound tools, including moviestorm, pro tools, cineon, and clip studio. learn about his story in his full bio. read all about the new feature of moviestorm, now with timeline (to
see the changes between video and audio in one timeline). new layers in moviestorm are now easier to navigate (from any layer to any other layer). improved the movie editing speed. new button on the video editor to slow down the fps in movie making. multi-project editing (support multi-

project editing in one file at the same time). new timeline feature: moviestorm now has timeline to see the changes between video and audio in one timeline.
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i hope youll consider joining in the fun, and competing to win these awesome prizes. here are the details: machinima is a short movie that tells a story in any medium - written, visual, or a combination of the two - that incorporates
real-time machinima, short clips of real time video, or a combination of the two. it can be as simple or complex as you like. its either a solo production, or a team production. there are no rules. there is no script, as such. the idea is
that the story is told in the scene itself. to produce a machinima, you need a camera and sound card to capture and record your video and sound respectively. you also need a moviestorm player to process the video and audio files
into a format that will play back for the spectators. the competition kicks off at the beginning of friday, sept 10. youll be given a machinima studio for free to create your machinima using the tools supplied. they will also include a
bunch of tools for editing and manipulating your movie. the deadline for teams is midnight on friday, sept 17. youll need to upload your movie to a video hosting site like youtube to be considered. all good sites have a machinima

player built in, so you can use their service to present your movie to the world. all entries must have their content free to view, without drm, so if you dont want the public to see it you have to remove the drm. to find out more
about the machinima competition, check out the machinima competition page. itll take you to the competition rules page, which explains the full details of the competition, including rules, regulations and eligibility. youll need to

follow the competition rules to be eligible to enter. 5ec8ef588b
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